In manufacturing, there is a fundamental conflict between efficient production and delivery performance. Maximizing machine utilization by batching similar jobs may lead to poor delivery performance. Minimizing customers' dissatisfaction may lead to an inefficient use of the machines. In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling n independent jobs with release dates, due dates, and family setup times on m parallel machines. The objective is to minimize the maximum lateness of any job. We present a branch-and-bound algorithm to solve this problem. This algorithm exploits the fact that an optimal schedule is contained in a specific subset of all feasible schedules. For lower bounding purposes, we see setup times as setup jobs with release dates, due dates and processing times. We present two lower bounds for the problem with setup jobs, one of which proceeds by allowing preemption.
Introduction
In the last two decades, quality and timely delivery, next to efficiency, have become key performance indicators for manufacturing organizations (cf. [1, 2] ). The term flexibility has been introduced to describe the ability to manufacture a large variety of products efficiently. On the one hand, production planners attempt to cluster jobs with similar setup characteristics for an efficient use of the machines. On the other hand, batching leads to the delay of other jobs, and as a consequence, these jobs will be completed after their * Corresponding author. delivery date. So,a trade-off must be found between an efficient use of the machines and a good due date performance.
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling a set ¢ of n independent jobs J ..... J, on m identical parallel machines M1 ..... Mr,. Each job Jj (j = 1 ..... n) must be processed on one of the machines during a given uninterrupted positive time p~. It becomes available at its release date r/and should be completed by its due date di, Each machine Mi is available from time 0 onwards and can process no more than one job at a time. Each job belongs exactly to one of the families ,~-1 ...... Nv. The index of the family that Jr belongs to is denoted by f{/). If we schedule two jobs that belong to different families contiguously on the same machine, then we need a positive setup sl in between that is completely specified by the family ~ the second job belongs to. We also need a setup for the first job on each machine. No setup is needed when jobs of the same family are scheduled contiguously on the same machine. This kind of setup is called sequence independent. No 
L~(a).
The problem is to find a schedule a that has the smallest maximumlateness * L,,,x among all feasible schedules. This problem is clearly NP-hard, even in case of one machine and no setup times [3] and in case of equal release dates [4] . In the remainder, we follow the three-field notation proposed by Graham et al. [5] to classify machine scheduling problems; our problem is accordingly denoted as P lr j, sitL,,,x.
The presence of release dates is consistent with many MRP-controlled environments. Also, the problem P[rj, s~ [L, ,,x appears as a subproblem in decomposition approaches such as (generalizations of) the shifting bottleneck approach of Adams et al. [6] . The extension of this approach to hybrid job shops, including setup times, parallel machines, machines with additional resource constraints (e.g., operators, tools) is a research project at the University of Twente. For a more elaborate discussion of this project, we refer to Meester and Zijm [7] .
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe a branch-and-bound algorithm for the problem Plrj, s~lL,,a~. This algorithm is based on an effective algorithm for the single-machine case developed by Schutten et al. [8] . Section 3 reports some implementation aspects and our computational experiments. In Section 4 we draw some conclusions and point out future research directions.
The branch-and-bound algorithm

Characterization of an optimal schedule
First, note that we may restrict ourselves to active schedules. A schedule is active if no job can start earlier without interfering with the execution of any other job. Woerlee [9] shows that the number of active schedules of n jobs on m machines is equal to
We prove that an optimal schedule is contained in a class of only n! schedules. Let g # 0 be a permutation of a subset of J = {J1 ..... J,}. We transform this permutation into a feasible schedule for m machines by subsequently assigning the jobs of n to some machine, as follows: the next job of n is scheduled on the machine on which it is completed first. The schedule that results from n is denoted by g(n). Note that g(n) is a partial schedule if n does not contain every job of J.
There is a permutation u of J for which L,,,~, (g(u)) is equal to the optimal maximum lateness Lmax.
Before we prove this theorem, we introduce some additional definitions. First, we say that a partial schedule tr' deviates from a complete schedule a if thejth job on machine Mi in a' is not thejth job on machine M~ in a, for some i and j. Let H be the set of all permutations of all subsets of J. Define for any schedule a, Proof. We will prove the theorem by contradiction. Let a* be an optimal schedule for which r(a*) = max r(o').
o'E.Q Let n* be such that In'[ = ~(a*) and n* does not deviate from a*. If the theorem does not hold, then r(a*) < n, because otherwise g(n*) would be equal to or*. We will construct an' = n*Jj, such that:
(i) J/~J\n*, and (ii) ,q(n') does not deviate from an optimal schedule 0 -1"
Such a construction clearly contradicts the maxireality of r(a*). Construct a directed graph D = (V, A) as follows. For each machine Mi (i = 1 .... ,m), D has a node v~ ¢V, Suppose that the number of jobs on machine Mi in a* exceeds the number of jobs on Mi in g(n*). Let Jill be the first job on M~ in or* that is not in #(n*) and R~ the sequence of jobs on M~ that are not
. Then we know that q#i. Draw an arc in D from vs to vq. If the number of jobs on machine M~ in a* does not exceed the number of jobs on M~ in ,q(n*), then vi has no outgoing arc. We can distinguish two cases:
1. There is a vj ~ V with an incoming arc and no outgoing arc. Suppose (v~, vfl E A. Then we know that in or* and in g(n*) exactly the same jobs are scheduled on M j, because otherwise v~ would have had an outgoing arc. Also,
The search tree
We adopt aJorward branching rule: each node at level k of the search tree corresponds to an active permutation n consisting of k jobs (k = 0 ..... n). A node at level k has n -k descendant nodes: one for each unscheduled job. We employ an active node search: we branch only from one node at a time, thereby adding some unscheduled job J3 to n, which leads to the sequence nJj. We branch from the nodes in order of non-decreasing release date. We backtrack at level n, or if we can discard the active node.
Upper bounds
We used several constructive heuristics to gener-
ate upper bounds on L,,,~. Some of these heuristics are based on dispatching rules and some are based on cheapest insertion. Test results for these algorithms can be found in Section 3.2. An important issue in the computation of lower bounds on L,,ax is how to take into account the necessary setups. Schutten et al. [8] observe that setups can be seen as setup jobs with specific release and due dates and processing times. Also sufficient conditions are given that ensure when a setup job may be introduced. In our application, we also use the concept of setup jobs in the computation of lower bounds. We present lower bounds on instances of PIrjlL,,ax. These instances contain all jobs of the original problem as well as derived setup jobs. The lower bounds will then also be valid for the problem PIrj, sill .... Two kinds of lower bounds have been used: one in which we allow preemption, i.e., a job may be interrupted and resumed later on; the second lower bound is based on a lower bound for Pi~lLma,, given by Carlier [10] .
Lower hounds
The preemptive lower bound
The problem l[rj, pmtnlL,,ax is easy to solve by Horn's rule [11] . This rule schedules at each moment in time the job with the smallest due date Horn's rule gives the schedule JaJ2 on machine M~ and J4J 3 on machine M2. The maximum lateness of this schedule is 5. The optimal schedule, however, is J1J3 on machine Ma and J4J2 on machine M 2 with maximum lateness 0.
Suppose that we want to compute the preemptive lower bound in a node of the branch-andbound tree. We are interested only whether this lower bound is at least ub, where ub is an upper bound on L .... Suppose 7r is the permutation of a subset of ~,¢ that is associated with this node. Let ci be the completion time of the last job on machine M~ in g(z 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that c~ <~ c2 <~ ... <~ c,,. Each job Jje~\~ must be completed before dj: = dj + ub -1; otherwise, the lateness of Jj is at least ub, and n does not lead to an improvement of ub. Let T be the collection of points in time {rj[Jj • j\rc} ~.) {dj I Jj e ~\~z} ~ {cl, ..., cm}.
Define q := 2.(n-[rr[)+m; q is the maximum number of elements in T. Let t~ (1 ~< i ~< q) be such that t~e T, U~=~ q = T and tj <~ tz ... <~ tq. We may assume that no job is interrupted at any moment in time, except, possibly, at q e T.
Construct a directed graph D = (V, A) with:
. In D, there exists a flow of value ~sj~\=PJ if and only if a preemptive schedule for the unscheduled jobs exists with maximum lateness smaller than ub (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ). So the problem of determining whether the maximum lateness in an optimal preemptive schedule is smaller than ub is equivalent to finding a maximum flow in the constructed graph D. Therefore, the preemptive lower bound can be computed in O(n 3) time.
Carlier's lower bound
Carlier [10] gives a lower bound on the optimal makespan for the parallel machine scheduling problem in which the jobs have heads and tails. Based on this lower bound, one can derive a lower bound for the problem P Ir~lLm, x.
Let ~4_~ J\n. 
. + djw )
W is a lower bound on L%x, for any ~¢ ~ J. We refer to this lower bound as Carlier's lower bound.
We choose to compute Carlier's lower bound for subsets ~'k and ~k of J, with ~k containing jobs with the k largest release dates, and ~k containing jobs with the k smallest due dates (1 ~< k ~< IJ\rtl).
Of course, maxj ~t,~{rj + pj -d~} is also a lower bound on the maximum lateness of jobs in J\~z.
Dominance rules
Suppose nl and n2 are any two permutations of subsets of J. If we know some way or another that nl never leads to a better solution than n2, then we say that nl is dominated by n2. There are some easy-to-check rules to establish that n is dominated by another. These rules are called dominance rules.
The dominance rules presented in Schutten et al.
[8] for 1 Ir~, s~[L,,a~ are valid for the individual machines in the problem PIr j, silLma~. The most important dominance rule states that whenever a release date of a job Jr is "too large", then nJj is dominated by nJk for some JkeJ\n. "Too large" can be expressed more formally by r~ >~Ck(g(~Jk)) + s(f(k ),
If this dominance rule holds for Jj and Jk, then there is idle time before the processing of Jj in g(nJj). This idle time can be used for processing Jk without interfering with the processing of Jj. Now, we give a dominance rule that is specific for parallel machine problems. Suppose that nl and 7~ 2 are different permutations of the same subset of J.
If g(nl)= g(n2)
, then nl is dominated by n2, and vice versa. So, we may discard one of them. We can sharpen this rule slightly by saying that two schedules are equal (possibly after renumbering the machines) if they have the same maximum lateness and each machine has the same completion time and ends with a job from the same family in both schedules.
Implementation and computational experiments
Implementation
In Section 2.4, we presented two kinds of lower bounds: one based on a max-flow algorithm for the preemptive case and one based on Carlier's [10] lower bound. In terms of quality, the preemptive lower bound dominates Carlier's lower bound. In terms of speed, however, it is the other way around: Carlier's lower bound takes O(n log n) time and the preemptive lower bound O(n 3) time. We tested three versions of our branch-and-bound algorithm: one that uses only the preemptive lower bound, one that uses only Carlier's lower bound, and one that firstly computes Carlier's lower bound and then, if necessary, the preemptive lower bound.
Computational experiments
The performance of the branch-and-bound algorithm was evaluated for instances with up to 25 jobs and 2 or 3 machines. All parameters were randomly generated from discrete uniform distributions, except for the release dates that come from a Poisson distribution. The processing times were drawn from the interval [1, 100] , the number of families F from the interval [2, [_n/5] ], and the family indices of the jobs from [1, F] . Let t5 denote the average processing time for the jobs. In addition to n and m, there are three input parameters:
• k, defining the mean interarrival time k.~/m,
• t, defining the interval [rj + pj, rj + pj + t. /5] from which the due date of job Jj is drawn,
• s, defining the interval [1, s./5] from which the setup times are drawn. We generated instances for n = 10, 15, 20, 25, m=2,3, k=l,l.2,1.4, t= 1,3ands=0.2,0.6,1. For each combination of n, m, k, t and s, we generated 15 instances. Table 2 gives a summary of our computational results for varying values of n and k.
The parameter k more or less determines the workload on the machines: the smaller k, the higher the workload. The column '# heur' gives the number of times out of 180 that one of the heuristics found an optimal solution. The column '#Car' gives the number of times the algorithm found an optimal solution within one minute on a HP 9000/710 workstation using only Carlier's lower bound. The column '%Car' gives this number as a percentage of the 180 instances. The columns ' # pmtn', '%pmtn', ~ # both' and '%both' give the same data, but now for the algorithm that uses only the preemptive lower bound, and for the algorithm with both lower bounds. We see that the algorithm using only Carlier's lower bound gives the best results: it solves almost all instances with up to 15 jobs. Also, the instances with a workload less than 100% (k = 1) are solved quite often for problems with up to 20 jobs. The reason for this is that although more nodes are searched, the time per node is much smaller in this algorithm, compared with the algorithms that use the preemptive lower bound. This can also be concluded from Table 3 .
The column 'n-Car' gives the mean of the number of nodes searched in the algorithm with only Carlier's lower bound and the column 's-Car' gives the mean computation time in seconds for this algorithm. The means are taken over those instances that are solved within one minute. The columns 'n-pmtn', 's-pmtn', 'n-both' and 's-both' give the corresponding data for the algorithm with only the preemptive lower bound and the algorithm with both lower bounds.
Conclusions
We have presented an optimization algorithm for the problem Plrj, silL,~x. In the single-machine case, a dominance rule, concerning the release date of a job being too large, was important. This dominance rule does not work as well in this problem, because the mean interarrival time in this problem is, of course, smaller. We saw that Carlier's lower bound was more effective than the preemptive lower bound. Future research can be done on algorithms that yield possibly better upper bounds, such as algorithms based on tabu search and on simulated annealing.
